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On Palimpsests in Neural Memory:
An Information Theory Viewpoint
Lav R. Varshney, Senior Member, IEEE, Julius Kusuma, and Vivek K Goyal, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—The finite capacity of neural memory and the
reconsolidation phenomenon suggest it is important to be able
to update stored information as in a palimpsest, where new
information overwrites old information. Moreover, changing
information in memory is metabolically costly. In this paper, we
suggest that information-theoretic approaches may inform the
fundamental limits in constructing such a memory system. In
particular, we define malleable coding, that considers not only
representation length but also ease of representation update,
thereby encouraging some form of recycling to convert an old
codeword into a new one. Malleability cost is the difficulty of
synchronizing compressed versions, and malleable codes are of
particular interest when representing information and modifying
the representation are both expensive. We examine the tradeoff
between compression efficiency and malleability cost, under a
malleability metric defined with respect to a string edit distance.
This introduces a metric topology to the compressed domain. We
characterize the exact set of achievable rates and malleability as
the solution of a subgraph isomorphism problem. This is all done
within the optimization approach to biology framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
Memory is a key ability possessed by cognitive systems of
all kinds, and philosophers of mind have wondered about it
since antiquity. Here we consider the need for updating the
content of memory in a changing world.
Behavioral psychology, cognitive psychology, neuroscience,
and molecular biology have now come together to explain
various facets of the biological basis of memory. As it has
become clear that much of memory is modulated in the pattern
and strengths of synapses [3], reading the book of memory via
modern connectome reconstruction techniques is becoming a
point of discussion [4]. Even if the engram—the physical man-
ifestation of memory—is sequenced, the key question of how
information is represented in neural memory systems remains.
Without understanding information representation, we are in
the situation of intercepting alien signal transmissions without
a way to make sense of them.
An implicit coordination mechanism for extraterrestrial
communication arises by taking guidance from fundamental
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limits under resource constraints; one would expect signaling
schemes that have information-theoretic optimality [5]. The
optimization approach to biology operates under a similar
philosophy [6]–[9], but there is a chance to experimentally test
hypotheses by manipulation of the system. That is, various
experimental and mathematical procedures can be used to
reverse engineer how the brain stores information.
The basic thinking is that biological systems are best solu-
tions to some optimization problem and thus appear to be “de-
signed” or “engineered” under some optimality criterion. Since
evolution by mutation and natural selection favors genotypes
of high fitness, qualities that affect fitness tend to improve
through evolution. Therefore, mathematically analyzing fitness
optimization may suggest principles for why animals are
the way they are. Establishing quantitative relations between
fitness and observable features is difficult, so the mathematical
problem posed is to optimize beneficial features under cost
constraints.
The optimization approach follows a few basic steps [7].
1) Ask an explicit scientific question, informed by existing
experimental findings.
2) Define a feasible set of strategies or structures in the
model, relating to the question.
3) Define the mathematical fitness function to be optimized
in the model.
4) Given the feasible set and objective function, determine
the optimal strategy or structure by appropriate mathe-
matical analysis. This yields optimization principles as
hypotheses, which in turn give predictions.
5) Test the hypotheses with experimental measurements to
either confirm or falsify the theory.
This epistemic framework is different than the one usually
adopted in engineering theory or in mathematics, since in
science, one is always concerned with the physical world to
be described. Not only must the mathematical theory lead
to optimal solutions within the model itself (Step 4), but
also make specific experimentally-testable predictions to either
confirm or falsify the theory (Step 5).
For information storage in physical memory, information
theory provides a natural mathematical framework [10]. In-
deed, since the earliest days of Shannon’s information theory,
there have been questions on how the theory might provide
insight into neurobiology [11]. The information-theoretic per-
spective has provided insight into the principles, mechanisms,
and biological substrates that underlie neural memory, yet
many theoretical questions remain [12], [13].
We will address connections to biological substrates in
Sec. VII, first reviewing some of our own prior findings, such
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as on the nature of synaptic microarchitecture to optimize
storage capacity per unit volume in the presence of storage
noise [14] and a biologically plausible implementation of
recall algorithms that work in the presence of circuit noise
yet achieve capacity in the information-theoretic regime [15],
[16]. We also contrast with alternative neural network models
that explain various experimentally-measured properties of the
brain, cf. [17]–[19].
The primary aim of this paper, however, is to suggest a new
mathematical problem in neuroscience that considers physical
costs and constraints in synaptic plasticity arising when stored
information is updated over time. After all, these costs may be
highly relevant in neurobiology, as it is now known structural
modification of synaptic connectivity is common in the adult
brain and tightly correlated with learning and memory. What is
not known is how these update costs should influence optimal
information representation.
In particular, we focus on Step 4 of the research program:
mathematical optimization. Although there have been a few
information-theoretic formulations of updatable information
representation [20]–[22] including our own [1], [2], potential
relevance to neuroscience has not previously been established.
Since updatable information representation may be important
for understanding memory reconsolidation [23]–[25], we re-
view our previous results on zero-error source coding under
update cost constraints—malleable coding—in detail. Inter-
estingly, source coding has recently seen renewed interest as
a methodology for understanding optimal neural information
representation [26], [27].
Note that we extend our previous mathematical results [1],
[2] in a key way: we show that our previous achievability
scheme in fact yields the precise rate-malleability region.
This is done by proving a mathematical equivalence that
demonstrates a novel graph-theoretic characterization of the
limits of performance. Much effort has been expended in
making similar graph-theoretic equivalences in other branches
of zero-error information theory [28]. A fixed-length code
formulation is discussed elsewhere [1], [2].
The next section further discusses the possibility that the
engram is not like a wax tablet that can only be used once
but rather like a palimpsest that can be overwritten with
updated information. (Recall the ancient practice of scraping
and overwriting parchment [29].)
II. COMPRESSED PALIMPSESTS
Memory reconsolidation is the idea that upon recall, mem-
ories can re-enter a labile state of possible modification. That
is, retrieval renders old memories malleable again [30]. This
process has been demonstrated in neural memory through a
variety of experimental studies that describe the phenomenon
at behavioral and molecular levels [23], [24]. It has even
been used clinically to treat diseases like post-traumatic stress
disorder [25]. Although a few computational models of re-
consolidation have been proposed [31]–[34], the phenomenon
remains fairly unstudied mathematically. The palimpsest prop-
erty of gradually overwriting old information with new has
also been demonstrated in standard neural network models
Xn1 Y
n
1
A B
p(X,Y )
p(A,B)
Fig. 1. Updating, representing, and editing.
[35]. No past mathematical work considers the physical cost of
plasticity, nor considers information-theoretic limits. Structural
plasticity does incur significant cost [36], [37], thus motivating
a quantitative analysis.
Why should a memory system be malleable and not hold
long-term memories with great stability? Dudai has said it is
“worthwhile to consider adaptive possibilities,” [30], i.e. to use
the optimization approach to biology. He goes on to put forth
a general principle of optimality [30]:
memories too robust are a potential disadvantage,
as they may not fit anymore to guide the proper
action and reaction in a changing environment. The
updating process,. . . is highly valuable. Updating in
retrieval can benefit from the existence of the recon-
solidation window.
Thus there can be a functional benefit, but we must still con-
struct a mathematical framework to capture the requirements
for a malleable memory.
Storing information is costly, whether considering metabolic
energy, neuropil volume, or a similar extensive quantity of
measure. If storage is permanent, cost is determined mainly
by the number of storage elements required. Therefore the
length of the message representation is the key performance
measure. In many storage systems even outside neurobiology,
the message to be stored changes with time due to updates
[38], [39], and editing stored representation words is costly,
e.g. due to cost of synaptic vesicle trafficking [40]. Indeed
there are fundamental thermodynamic costs in editing [41].
Unlike traditional source coding, which is only concerned
with the lengths of representations, malleable coding is also
concerned with minimizing the cost when changing the repre-
sentation to match an updated message. Denoting the original
memoryless source message as Xn1 and the updated memory-
less source message as Y n1 , suppose a memoryless updating
process pY |X relates the two. Further denote the representation
of Xn1 as A and the representation of Y
n
1 as B. The source dis-
tribution, the update process, and the representation mapping
induce a joint distribution on the representations, p(A,B), as
depicted in Fig. 1. The performance metrics of interest in
malleable coding are the normalized representation lengths,
`(A)/n and `(B)/n, as well as the normalized edit distance
between the representations, d(A,B)/n, for some suitable edit
distance function defined in the representation space. The goal
in optimal coding is to find the best mapping from the original
source space to the representation space, in the sense that these
three quantities are minimized.
A basic principle of psychophysics is that internal repre-
sentations should reflect the nature of stimuli in the external
world [42], a principle expressible in information-theoretic
terms [43], [44]. Going forward, we will establish a precise
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Fig. 2. Qualitative representation of four simple coding techniques. For ease
of depiction, it is assumed that H(X) = H(Y ). The relative orderings of
points are based on H(Z) H(X); this reflects the natural case where the
editing operation is of low complexity relative to the original string. The line
segment for c) is indicative of an increase in description length from X to
Y , which is not in inherent in the other three simple schemes.
graphical characterization of achievable rates and number
of editing operations for zero-error malleable coding. The
result involves the solution to the error-tolerant attributed
subgraph isomorphism problem [45], which is essentially a
graph embedding problem. This is among the first treatments
of a source code as a mapping between metric spaces. As in
psychophysics, it is useful for representations to match the
structure of the source update process.
Just as finding independence number for zero-error capacity
[46] and finding chromatic number for zero-error coding with
side information [47] are both NP-complete, subgraph isomor-
phism for zero-error malleable coding is NP-complete, even
though graph isomorphism can be solved in quasipolynomial
time [48]. Error-tolerant subgraph isomorphism in is general
harder than subgraph isomorphism.
III. SIMPLE EXAMPLES
To motivate this exposition prior to precisely defining quan-
tities, we give four ways to trade off between compression effi-
ciency and malleability. Let X , Y , and Z be binary variables
with entropies H(X), H(Y ), and H(Z). Suppose that the
original observation is an i.i.d. word Xn1 . After compressing
Xn1 , the original source is modified by adding an i.i.d. binary
sequence Zn1 with Hamming weight np to obtain a new word
Y n1 = X
n
1 ⊕ Zn1 . Suppose the storage alphabet is also binary
and the cost of change is extended Hamming distance.
How might the code for Xn1 and the update mechanism to
allow representation of Y n1 be designed? The four possibilities
below are summarized in Fig. 2.
a) No compression: We store n bits for Xn1 . Hence
synchronizing to the new version only requires changing the
same number of bits in the code as were changed from Xn1
to Y n1 ; the cost is the Hamming weight of Z
n
1 , np.
b) Fully compress Xn1 and Y
n
1 : We apply Shannon-
type compression, storing only nH(X) bits for Xn1 . It seems,
however, that a large portion of this old codeword will have
to be changed—perhaps about half the bits—to become a
representation for Y n1 . Since optimal source codes produce
equiprobable outputs [49], one might hope that computing the
malleability cost is a matter of measuring the expected edit
distance between two random equiprobable sequences [50],
but optimizing the dependence between these two sequences
is actually the problem to be solved.
c) Fully compress Xn1 and an increment: Another coding
strategy is to compress the change Zn1 separately and append
it to the original representation. The new compression then
has length n(H(X) + H(Z)) ≥ nH(Y ) bits. The extended
Hamming cost is nH(Z) bits. Separate compression of the
innovation allows Xn1 to be recovered from B, but this was
not required in the problem formulation and is wasteful. (Such
codes are useful in differential encoding for version manage-
ment systems where all versions should be recoverable.)
d) A PPM scheme to completely favor malleability over
compression: Now consider a method that dramatically trades
compression efficiency for malleability (R. G. Gallager, per-
sonal communication), allowing arbitrarily small error. The
source Xn1 is encoded with 2
nH(X) bits, using an indicator
function to denote which of its typical sequences was ob-
served. The same strategy is used to encode Y n1 with 2
nH(Y )
bits; update requires changing only two bits when Xn1 and
Y n1 are different. Such pulse-position modulation also achieves
channel capacity per unit cost [51], where an exponential
spectral efficiency penalty is paid to have very low power.
Such sparse and expansive information representations have
also been suggested as design principles for neural sensory
processing [52].
Our purpose is to study the limits of this interesting tradeoff
between compression efficiency and malleability, trying to
perform better than schemes in Fig. 2.
IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM
After a few requisite definitions, we will provide a formal
statement of malleable coding for palimpsests, which takes
editing costs as well as rate costs into account.
The symbols of the storage medium are drawn from the
finite alphabet V . Note that unlike most source coding prob-
lems, the alphabet itself will be used, not just the cardinality
of sequences drawn from this alphabet. Also, it is natural
to measure all rates in numbers of symbols from V . This
is analogous to using base-|V| logarithms in place of base-2
logarithms, and all logarithms should be interpreted as such.
We require the notion of an edit distance [53] on V∗, the
set of all finite sequences of elements of V .
Definition 1: An edit distance, d(·, ·), is a function from
V∗ × V∗ to [0,∞), defined by a set of edit operations. The
edit operations are a symmetric relation on V∗×V∗. The edit
distance between a ∈ V∗ and b ∈ V∗ is 0 if a = b and is
the minimum number of edit operations needed to transform
a into b otherwise.
An example of an edit distance is the Levenshtein distance,
constructed from insertion, deletion, and substitution opera-
tions. Note that (V∗, d) is a finite metric space (see App. A).
Let {(Xi, Yi)}∞i=1 be a sequence of independent drawings
of a pair of random variables (X,Y ), X ∈ W , Y ∈ W , where
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W is a finite set and pX,Y (x, y) = Pr[X = x, Y = y]. The
marginal distributions are
pX(x) =
∑
y∈W
pX,Y (x, y) and pY (y) =
∑
x∈W
pX,Y (x, y).
When the random variable is clear from context, we write
pX(x) as p(x) and so on.
A modification channel pY |X(y|x) = p(x, y)/p(x) relates
the two marginal distributions. If the joint distribution is such
that the marginals are equal, the modification channel is said
to perform stationary editing.
A variable-length encoder and corresponding decoder with
block length n are mappings fE : Wn → V∗ and fD :
V∗ →Wn. The encoder and decoder define a variable-length
palimpsest code. The encoder and decoder pair is required to
be instantaneous (prefix-free), in the sense that the encoding
may be parsed as a succession of codewords.
A (variable-length) encoder-decoder with block length n is
applied as follows. Let
(A,B) = (fE(X
n
1 ), fE(Y
n
1 )),
inducing random variables A and B that are drawn from the
alphabet V∗. Also let
(Xˆn1 , Yˆ
n
1 ) = (fD(A), fD(B)).
We can define the error rate as
∆ = max(∆X ,∆Y ),
where
∆X = Pr[X
n
1 6= Xˆn1 ] and ∆Y = Pr[Y n1 6= Yˆ n1 ].
Natural (and completely conventional) performance indices
for the code are the per-letter average lengths of the codewords
K =
1
n
E [`(A)] and L =
1
n
E [`(B)] ,
where `(·) denotes the length of a sequence in V∗.
The final performance measure captures our novel concern
with the cost of changing the compressed version. The mal-
leability cost is the expected per-source-letter edit distance
between the codes:
M =
1
n
E [d(A,B)] .
Definition 2: Given a source p(X,Y ) and an edit distance
d, a triple (K0, L0,M0) is said to be achievable for the
palimpsest problem if, for arbitrary  > 0, there exists (for
n sufficiently large) a variable-length palimpsest code with
error rate ∆ = 0, average codeword lengths K ≤ K0 + ,
L ≤ L0 + , and malleability M ≤M0 + .
The set of achievable rate–malleability triples is denoted P.
It will be our purpose to characterize P as much as possible.
A fortiori, P is a closed subset of R3 and has the property
that if (K0, L0,M0) ∈ P, then (K0+1, L0+2,M0+3) ∈ P
for any i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3. Consequently, P is completely
defined by its lower boundary, which too is closed.
Returning to Fig. 1, for given p(X,Y ) the malleability
constraint defines what is achievable in terms of p(A,B) with
the additional constraints of lossless maps between Xn1 and
A, and between Y n1 and B.
V. CODING WITH GRAPH EMBEDDING
In this section, we develop a method of coding based on
graph embedding and minimal change codes, using exposition
by example. Our examples improve performance over naive
schemes. Later we prove there is an exact equivalence between
malleable coding and graph embedding.
Before proceeding, consider some lower bounds for ar-
bitrary sources p(X,Y ). From the source coding theorems,
K ≥ H(X) and L ≥ H(Y ). Since distinct codewords
must have edit distance at least one, we can lower bound M
assuming that minimal distance. Then edit distance is simply
the probability of error for uncoded transmission. For n = 1,
M ≥
∑
x∈W
∑
y∈W:y 6=x
p(x, y)
and more generally,
M ≥ 1
n
∑
xn1∈Wn
∑
yn1 ∈Wn:yn1 6=xn1
p(xn1 , y
n
1 ). (1)
This bound will be loose in general, since distinct codewords
may require edit distance greater than one.
A. First Example
Let us construct an example that simultaneously achieves
the rate lower bounds and the malleability lower bound (1).
Consider a memoryless, equiprobable source p(x) with alpha-
betW = { k, K, G, g, j, J, C, c}, and thus H(X) = 3
bits.1 Consider the relationship between X and Y given by a
noisy typewriter channel, with channel transmission matrix
p(y|x) =

1
2
1
4 0 0 0 0 0
1
4
1
4
1
2
1
4 0 0 0 0 0
0 14
1
2
1
4 0 0 0 0
0 0 14
1
2
1
4 0 0 0
0 0 0 14
1
2
1
4 0 0
0 0 0 0 14
1
2
1
4 0
0 0 0 0 0 14
1
2
1
4
1
4 0 0 0 0 0
1
4
1
2

. (2)
Evidently, the bound on M is 1/2 for n = 1, from summation
(1). Moreover, the marginal distribution of y is also equiprob-
able, which gives the entropy bound on L as 3 bits.
Take V to be {0, 1}. Now we develop a binary encoding
scheme that has performance coincident with the established
inner bounds, using graph embedding methods. We can draw
a graph where the vertices are the symbols and the edges
are labeled with the associated probabilities of transition; the
weighted directed edges are combined into weighted undi-
rected edges in some suitable way. The result is a weighted
adjacency graph, a weighted version of the adjacency graphs
in [46], [47], see Fig. 3(a).
Suppose that the edit distance is the Hamming distance.
Now we try to embed this adjacency graph into a hypercube
of a given size. Since we want the average code length to
1The Devanagari alphabet is used for expository purposes, as it does not
have a natural ordering or metric structure for most readers; let us emphasize
alphabet V has metric structure whereas W has stochastic structure.
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Fig. 3. (a) Weighted adjacency graph for noisy typewriter channel . (b) Graph
embedded in 3-dimensional hypercube. Thick lines represent edges that are
used in the embedding; dotted lines represent edges in the hypercube that are
unused in the embedding. (c) Hypercube graph labeled with binary reflected
Gray code.
be small, we first consider the hypercube of size 3. The
adjacency graph is exactly embeddable into the hypercube,
see Fig. 3(b). If it were not exactly embeddable, some of
the low-weight edges might have to be broken. After we
complete the embedding into the hypercube, we use the binary
reflected Gray code (see e.g. [54] for a description) to assign
codewords through correspondence. The binary reflected Gray
code-labeled hypercube is shown in Fig. 3(c).
Clearly the code is lossless so the error rate is ∆ = 0.
Since all codewords are of length 3, clearly K = L = 3. To
compute M , notice that any source symbol is perturbed to any
one of its neighbors with probability 1/2. Further notice that
the Hamming distance between neighbors in the hypercube is
1. Thus M = 1/2. This encoding scheme achieves the entropy
bounds H(X) and H(Y ). It also achieves the n = 1 lower
bound for M and is thus optimal for n = 1.
We can further decrease M by increasing the blocklength.
Indeed, if a graph is embeddable in another graph and we
take Cartesian products of each with itself, then the resulting
graphs obey the same embedding relationship.
Definition 3: Consider two graphs G and H with vertices
V (G) and V (H) and edges E(G) and E(H), respectively.
Then G is said to be embeddable into H if H has a subgraph
isomorphic to G. That is, there is an injective map φ : V (G)→
V (H) such that (u, v) ∈ E(G) implies (φ(u), φ(v)) ∈ E(H).
This is denoted as G H .
Definition 4: Consider two graphs G1 and G2 with vertices
V (G1) and V (G2) and edges E(G1) and E(G2), respectively.
Then the Cartesian product of G1 and G2, denoted G1 ×G2
is a graph with vertex set V (G1) × V (G2) and for vertices
u = (u1, u2) and v = (v1, v2), (u, v) ∈ E(G1 × G2) when
(u1 = v1 and (u2, v2) ∈ E(G2)) or (u2 = v2 and (u1, v1) ∈
E(G1)).
Proposition 1: If G1  H1 and G2  H2, then G1×G2  
H1×H2. A special case is G H implies G×G H×H .
Proof: See Appendix B.
Corollary 1: Let Gn denote the n-fold Cartesian product
of G and Hn the n-fold Cartesian product of H . If G H ,
then Gn  Hn for n = 1, 2, . . ..
Returning to our example, since the embedding relation is
true for n = 1, it is also true for n = 2, . . ., so we can
embed n-fold Cartesian products of the adjacency graph into
n-fold Cartesian products of the hypercube. Such a scheme
would achieve rates of K = 3 bits and L = 3 bits. It
would also achieve M of 1n Pr[X
n
1 6= Y n1 ] since the Cartesian
product of the adjacency graph represents exactly edit costs of
1 and the definition of M has a normalization by blocklength.
For each n, this matches the lower bounds given in (1), and
is thus optimal. Furthermore, asymptotically in n, the triple
(K,L,M) = (3, 3, 0) is achievable.
Notice that embeddability into a graph where graph distance
corresponds to edit distance seems to be sufficient for good
performance; we explore this in detail later. But first, we
present a similar but more challenging situation as a contrast
to the “best of all worlds” performance we have just seen.
B. Second Example
With the source alphabet, representation alphabet, and dis-
tribution of X remaining the same, let us suppose that the
relationship between X and Y is given by
p(y|x) =

2
5
1
5
1
20
1
5 0 0 0
3
20
1
5
3
5 0 0 0 0
1
5 0
1
20 0
3
5 0 0
7
20 0 0
1
5 0 0
3
5
1
5 0 0 0
0 0 0 15
3
5 0 0
1
5
0 0 720 0 0
3
5 0
1
20
0 15 0 0 0 0
3
5
1
5
3
20 0 0 0
1
5
1
20
1
5
2
5

. (3)
One can verify that, like (2), this is a stationary editing process.
Thus, the rate bounds are unchanged at K ≥ 3 and L ≥ 3.
Also, evaluation of (1) yields the bound M ≥ 920 for block
size n = 1. We will presently see that the three lower bounds
cannot be achieved simultaneously, and we will determine the
best values of (K,L,M) for n = 1.
The weighted adjacency graph corresponding to the new
editing process is depicted in Fig. 4. Continuing to use the
Hamming edit distance, to achieve K = 3, L = 3, and the M
lower bound simultaneously would require the embeddability
of the graph of Fig. 4 into the hypercube of size 3. This is
impossible since two nodes of the adjacency graph have degree
4, whereas the maximum degree of the hypercube is 3.
To achieve the least increase in M above the lower bound
(1), we must advantageously choose edges in the adjacency
graph to break to create embeddability. (As we will see later,
choosing the optimal set of edges to break involves solving
the error-tolerant subgraph isomorphism problem.) In this
example, the two nodes of degree 4 must each have at least
one edge broken. Picking the lowest weight edges (the two
with weight 1/10) is clearly the best choice, as the resulting
graph can be embedded in the hypercube and cost of the edits
k↔ G and c↔ J is increased by the least possible amount
(from 1 to 2). Each of the broken edges has probability 110 · 18 ,
so M is increased above the previously computed minimum
by 140 . Thus we achieve (K,L,M) = (3, 3,
19
40 ).
We may alternatively aim for lower M at the expense of
K and L. To determine whether the lower bound (1) can be
achieved with K = L = 4, we check if the weighted adjacency
graph of Fig. 4 can be embedded in the hypercube of size 4.
Fig. 5 shows this embedding is possible, with the code given
in Table I. Thus one can achieve (K,L,M) = (4, 4, 920 ).
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Fig. 4. Weighted adjacency graph for stationary editing process (3).
Fig. 5. Weighted adjacency graph for editing process (3) embedded in 4-
dimensional hypercube. Black lines represent edges that are used in the
embedding. Gray lines represent edges in the hypercube that are unused in
the embedding.
C. Third Example
That both previous examples have equiprobable (and thus
incompressible) sources might cast doubt on their relevance.
Here we consider an example with non-equiprobable sources.
We will use the Levenshtein distance as the edit distance,
where the basic edit operations are substitution, insertion, and
deletion. Similar to the hypercube graph for the Hamming
distance, we can create a Levenshtein edit distance graph; the
graph of binary strings up to length 3 is shown in Fig. 6.
TABLE I
CODE FOR 4-DIMENSIONAL HYPERCUBE EMBEDDING IN FIG. 5.
k 0000 K 0100
G 1000 g 0010
j 0011 J 1001
C 0101 c 0001
Fig. 6. Levenshtein Edit Distance Graph for {0, 1} ∪ {0, 1}2 ∪ {0, 1}3.
TABLE II
HUFFMAN CODE FOR 4-ARY SOURCE.
x ∈ W p(x) fHuffman(x) `Huffman(x) p(x)`(x)
k 1
2
0 1 1
2
K 1
4
10 2 1
2
G 1
8
110 3 3
8
g 1
8
111 3 3
8
Fig. 7. Adjacency graph for noisy typewriter-like channel.
Consider a memoryless source with alphabet W = { k,
K, G, g}, with probabilities shown in Table II. Also in
Table II, we find a Huffman code for the source, which is
the best variable-length lossless source code [55]. Since the
marginal distribution p(x) is dyadic, it is at the center of a code
attraction region of the binary Huffman code and achieves the
entropy lower bound exactly [56].
Now consider a channel that is like the noisy typewriter
channel, with channel transmission matrix
p(y|x) =

3
4
1
2 0 0
1
4
3
8
1
4 0
0 18
1
2
1
4
0 0 14
3
4
 . (4)
Note that for this channel, the output marginal distribution is
the same as the input marginal distribution. As the editing is
stationary, the same Huffman code is optimal for both X and
Y . Constructing the adjacency graph yields Fig. 7.
This graph can be embedded (with matched vertex labels)
in the Levenshtein graph using the Huffman assignment that
we had developed, as shown in Fig. 8.
Evaluating malleability lower bound (1) for n = 1:
M ≥
∑
x∈W
∑
y∈W:y 6=x
p(x, y) = 38 .
With the code that we have used, we can achieve the triple
(K,L,M) =
(
7
4 ,
7
4 ,
3
8
)
which meets the n = 1 lower bounds
tightly, so it is optimal in the compression and malleability
senses. As before, we can consider Cartesian products to
reduce M , however, things are a bit more complicated since
the Levenshtein graph does not grow as a Cartesian product.
D. Minimal Change Codes
As seen in this section, Gray codes and related minimal
change codes seem to play a role in achieving good palimpsest
performance. We will use minimal change codes to expand our
treatment in the previous parts from using just Hamming or
Levenshtein distances to include general edit distances.
Definition 5: Let G be a connected graph. The path metric
dG associated with the graph G is the integer-valued metric on
the vertices of G which is defined by setting dG(u, v) equal
to the length of the shortest path in G joining u and v.
Proposition 2: For any edit distance d : V∗×V∗ → [0,∞),
there exists a graph G with vertex set V∗ such that its path
metric dG = d.
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Fig. 8. Adjacency graph for noisy typewriter-like channel embedded in the
Levenshtein graph.
Proof: Construct a graph on vertex set V∗ by adding an
edge for any pair of vertices A,B ∈ V∗ such that d(A,B) = 1.
Definition 6: An ordered codebook (Ai), Ai ∈ V∗ is a
minimal change code with respect to edit distance d if it is a
Hamiltonian path in a subgraph of the graph on V∗ associated
with d.
Minimal change codes generalize Gray codes, which are
Hamiltonian paths through the hypercube associated with
Hamming distance [57]. Another minimal change code is
a Hamiltonian path through the Levenshtein graph (Fig. 6).
Minimal change codes have previously been used in the
architecture design of parallel computers, in switching theory,
in joint source-channel coding [58], and even in labeling books
for ease of browsing [59].
These problems are all essentially of embedding: perform-
ing a transformation on objects of one type to produce objects
of a new type so the distance between the transformed objects
approximates the distance between the original objects [53].
VI. EQUIVALENCE AND GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION
Using insights from the examples, detailed characterizations
of the set of achievable rate–malleability triples for the scheme
from [1], [2] are obtained. Moreover, an exact equivalence to
the solution of an error-tolerant attributed subgraph isomor-
phism problem [45] is established in the following.
A. Error-Tolerant Attributed Subgraph Isomorphism
A vertex-attributed graph is a three-tuple G = (V,E, µ),
where V is the set of vertices, E ⊆ V ×V is the set of edges,
and µ : V → V∗ is a function assigning labels to vertices. The
set of labels is denoted V∗.
Definition 7: Consider two vertex-attributed graphs G =
(V (G), E(G), µG) and H = (V (H), E(H), µH). Then G is
embeddable into H if H has a subgraph isomorphic to G.
That is, there is an injective map φ : V (G)→ V (H) such that
µG(v) = µH(φ(v)) for all v ∈ V (G) and that (u, v) ∈ E(G)
implies (φ(u), φ(v)) ∈ E(H). This is denoted as G H .
Several graph editing operations may be defined, such as
substituting a vertex label, deleting a vertex, deleting an edge,
and inserting an edge. An edited graph is denoted through
the operator E(·) corresponding to the sequence of graph edit
operations E = (e1, . . . , ek). There is a cost associated with
each sequence of graph edit operations.
Definition 8: Given two graphs G and H , an error-tolerant
attributed subgraph isomorphism ψ from G to H is the
composition of two operations ψ = (E , φE) where
• E is a sequence of graph edit operations such that there
exists an E(G) that satisfies E(G) H .
• φE is an embedding of E(G) into H .
Definition 9: The subgraph distance ρ(G,H) is the cost of
the minimum cost error-correcting attributed subgraph isomor-
phism ψ from G to H .
Note that in general, ρ(G,H) 6= ρ(H,G).
B. Closeness Vitality
The subgraph isomorphism cost structure for malleable
coding is based on a graph-theoretic quantity closeness vitality
[60]. Vitality measures determine the importance of particular
edges and vertices in a graph.
Let fW (G) of a graph G be the sum of all-pairs distances:
fW (G) =
∑
v∈V
∑
w∈V
d(v, w).
Definition 10: The closeness vitality cv(G, r) of graph G
with respect to edge r is: cv(G, r) = fW (G)− fW (G/r).
C. P Characterization
Now we establish that a graph-theoretic approach exactly
describes any malleable prefix-free code. A key to this is
showing there is no loss of generality in restricting to prefix-
free codes which are the Huffman code for some probability
distribution. Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between prefix-free codes and code trees [61, Sec. 2.3.2].
Definition 11: A prefix-free code is full if no codeword can
be shortened without destroying the prefix-free property.
Lemma 1: Optimal malleable prefix-free codes are full.
Proof: For the traditional source coding problem, con-
cerning K or L, it is known that optimal prefix-free codes have
the property that the associated code tree is full, otherwise a
codeword length could be reduced [61, Lem. 2.5.2].
We further observe that lengthening a codeword in a full
prefix-free code only increases the edit distance among code-
words, since adding an extraneous suffix only results in more
edit operations to reach it: M either stays the same or increases
when lengthening. Thus optimal malleable codes are full.
Theorem 1: Optimal malleable prefix-free codes are Huff-
man codes for some discrete memoryless source.
Proof: The optimality of Huffman codes follows from
four properties: fullness [61, Lem. 2.5.2], a structural sibling
property [61, Lem. 2.5.3], a stochastic sibling property [61,
Lem. 2.5.4], and the Morse principle [61, Lem. 2.5.1]. If we
can show the same properties, the result follows.
Fullness is Lem. 1 and the structural sibling property
follows directly. The stochastic sibling property and the Morse
principle make use of the source probability, but since we
allow arbitrary choice of discrete memoryless source, there is
a choice that satisfies them.
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Without loss of generality, we restrict attention to prefix-
free codes that are the Huffman code for some probability
distribution.
Now we are concerned with the error-tolerant embedding of
an attributed, weighted source adjacency graph into the graph
induced by a V∗-space edit distance. Edge deletion is the only
graph editing operation needed.
First consider the delay-free case, n = 1. A source p(X,Y )
and an edit distance d(·, ·) are given. Huffman coding pro-
vides the minimal redundancy prefix-free code and achieves
expected performance H(X) ≤ K ≤ H(X) + 1. Similarly,
a Huffman code for Y yields H(Y ) ≤ L ≤ H(Y ) + 1. The
rate loss for using an incorrect Huffman code is a divergence
quantity [62].
A source code may be thought of in terms of a random
variable, here Z. For a given Z, there are several Huffman
codes: those arising from different labelings of the code tree
and also perhaps different trees [63]. Let us denote the set of
all Huffman codes for Z as HZ .
Since K and L are fixed by the choice of Z, all that remains
is to determine the set of achievable M . Let G be the graph
induced by the edit distance d(·, ·), and dG its path metric.
The graph G is intrinsically labeled. Let A be the weighted
adjacency graph of the source p(X,Y ), with verticesW , edges
E(A) ⊆ W ×W , and labels given by a Huffman code. That
is, A = (W, E(A), fE) for some fE ∈ HZ . There is a
path semimetric, dA, associated with the graph A (since the
adjacency graph is weighted, it might not satisfy the triangle
inequality).
The basic problem is to solve the error-tolerant subgraph
isomorphism problem of embedding A into G. In general for
n = 1, the malleability cost under edit distance dG when using
the source code fE is
M =
∑
x∈W
∑
y∈W
p(x, y)dG(fE(x), fE(y)).
The smallest malleability possible is when A is a subgraph of
G, and then
Mmin =
∑
x∈W
∑
y∈W
p(x, y)dA(x, y)
=
∑
x∈W
∑
y∈W
p(x, y)dG(fE(x), fE(y))
= E[fW (A)] = Pr[X 6= Y ].
If edges in A need to be broken for embedding, M
increases. If an edge e¯ is removed from the graph A, the
resulting graph A/e¯ induces its own path semimetric dA/e¯.
The cost of removing edge e¯ from the graph A is:∑
x,y∈W
p(x, y)
[
dA/e¯(fE(x), fE(y))− dA(fE(x), fE(y))
]
,
which is the following function of the associated removal
operation e:
C(e) = −E[cv(A, e¯)].
If E is a sequence of edge removals, E¯ , then C(E) =
−E[cv(A, E¯)]. Putting things together, P contains any point
K ≥ H(X) +D(pX‖pZ) + 1,
L ≥ H(Y ) +D(pY ‖pZ) + 1,
M ≥Mmin + min
fE∈HZ
ρ(A,G).
Increasing the block length beyond n = 1 may improve
performance, especially M since increasing dimension opens
up more space, which we show in the following.
Theorem 2: Consider a source p(X,Y ) with associated
(unlabeled) weighted adjacency graph A and an edit distance
d with associated graph G. For any n, let P(ach) be the set of
triples (K,L,M) that are computed, by allowing an arbitrary
choice of the memoryless random variable p(Zn1 ), as follows:
K = H(X) +D(pX‖pZ) + 1n ,
L = H(Y ) +D(pY ‖pZ) + 1n ,
M = 1n Pr[X
n
1 6= Y n1 ] + 1n minfE∈HZn1
ρ((Wn, E(A), fE), G).
Then the set of triples P(ach) = P is the achievable rate-
malleability region.
Proof: A non-degenerate random variable Zn1 is fixed.
There is a family of instantaneous lossless codes (with
∆ = 0) that corresponds to this random variable, denoted
{(fE , fD)} = HZn1 , through the McMillan sum. By the results
in [62], any of these codes achieve rates K ≤ H(X) +
D(pX‖pZ) + 1n and L ≤ H(Y ) +D(pY ‖pZ) + 1n . Moreover,
by the exact equivalence of the graph embedding construction,
a code (fE , fD) achieves
M = 1n Pr[X
n
1 6= Y n1 ] + 1nρ(A = (Wn, E(A), fE), G).
Since all codes in HZn1 have the same rate performance, a
code in the family that minimizes ρ may be chosen.
The theorem states that error-tolerant subgraph isomorphism
is optimal zero-error malleable coding, and so characterization
of P follows directly by computing performance. The choice
of the auxiliary random variable Z is open to optimization.
If minimal rates are desired, pZ must be on the geodesic
connecting pX and pY . If Z is not on the geodesic, then there
is some rate loss, but perhaps also some malleability gains.
When pY |X is a stationary update process, the simple lower
bounds might be tight to this achievable region.
Corollary 2: Consider a source as given in Theorem 2.
If pY |X is stationary, pX = pY is |V|-adic, and there is
a Huffman-labeled A for pX = pY that is an isomet-
ric subgraph of G, then the block length n lower bound
(H(X), H(Y ), 1n Pr[X
n
1 6= Y n1 ]) is tight to this achievable
region for every n, and in particular to (H(X), H(Y ), 0) for
large n.
VII. BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE
Thus far, we have proposed an information-theoretic prob-
lem motivated by reconsolidation in neural memory where
there is costly writing and rewriting on storage media. Through
this formalism, we found optimal schemes exhibiting a fun-
damental tradeoff between representation length and costs of
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updating using random access editing. In particular, the sub-
graph distance between a source graph and a storage medium
graph determines the precise rate–malleability relation.
Can this theory be used to make experimentally testable
predictions? For example, is there something about electro-
physiology [64] or mitochondria distribution [40] that one
can predict from our theoretical development? One thing
that is clear is that this problem setting involves information
updates and so it requires experiments that are conducted
over time. Further since the problem is concerned with source
coding, where the statistical nature of the source is of utmost
importance, the environment in which an organism resides
must be taken into account. Since dynamic source statistics are
needed, the experimental approach may require neuroethology,
rather than more reductionist approaches. After all, what
our mathematical results show is that the structure of the
representation needs to reflect the structure of the external
world, see also [13, Fig. 6].
Although it remains to make experimentally testable hy-
potheses here, we demonstrate how to make such hypotheses
from the information-theoretic perspective—usually consid-
ered non-constructive—as follows. In prior work on neural
memory [14], we put forth the hypothesis that certain brain
regions are optimized for information storage capacity per
unit volume. Mathematically, using capacity per unit cost
[51] rather than capacity-cost [65], we found the best level
of synaptic signal-to-noise ratio; the best level of synaptic
sparsity; and the specific Shannon capacity-achieving distri-
bution of synaptic strength. This was all done by abstracting
away specific details of encoding or decoding, but focusing
on physically measurable properties that any optimal system
must satisfy. Predictions were tested against experimental
electrophysiology data, yielding strong concordance. A joint
electrophysiology-imaging experiment to further test the the-
ory has significant technical difficulty.
An alternative constructive approach to predicting the distri-
bution of synaptic strength in the brain is based on asserting a
particular biologically plausible computational model of neural
memory [17]–[19]. Unfortunately such models of memory
do not achieve positive Shannon capacity, i.e. an exponential
number of messages in a linear number of synapses. In
contrast, we developed new computational models of asso-
ciative memory that take the structure of natural stimuli into
account, and which do achieve positive capacity. Moreover,
they are effective even in the presence of computational noise
in memory recall [15], [16]. Predictions of synaptic strength
and even of optimal noise levels can be made and tested.
These previous investigative approaches indicate particular
aspects of theory that are useful for experimental tests. Insights
that we get are that for specificity, we may need to find the rate
per unit malleability cost rather than just the rate–malleability
region. We may also need to include the role of noise.
To close, let us note that the information-theoretic approach
to biology allows us to abstract away certain computational
details to make predictions on system properties that must
hold for any optimal system. When computational models are
asserted, however, they need to reproduce as many properties
of the biological system as possible.
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APPENDIX A
(V∗, d) IS A FINITE METRIC SPACE
A metric must satisfy non-negativity, equality, symmetry,
and the triangle inequality. These properties are verified for
any edit distance with edit operation R as follows.
• non-negativity: follows since the edit distance is a count-
ing measure.
• equality: follows by definition, since the distance is zero
if and only if a = b.
• symmetry: If d(a, b) = n, then it follows there is a
sequence of n− 1 intermediate strings, a1, a2, . . . , an−1
which along with a0 = a and an = b satisfy (ai, ai+1) ∈
R. Since R is a symmetric relation, it follows that
(ai + 1, ai) is also in R, and so there is a backwards
sequence an, an−1, . . . , a0. Hence if d(a, b) = n then
d(b, a) = n also, and so d(a, b) = d(b, a) for all a, b.
• triangle inequality: Suppose d(a, b) + d(b, c) < d(a, c).
Then there is a sequence of editing operations (ai, ai+1)
that goes from a to c via b in d(a, b)+d(b, c) steps. Now
perform the editing operations of d(a, b) followed by
the operations of d(b, c), which requires d(a, b) + d(b, c)
steps. This contradicts the initial assumption, hence
d(a, b) + d(b, c) ≥ d(a, c).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Since G1  H1, V (G1) ⊆ V (H1). Since G2  H2,
V (G2) ⊆ V (H2). Then by elementary set operations, V (G1×
G2) = V (G1)× V (G2) ⊆ V (H1 ×H2) = V (H1)× V (H2).
Since G1  H1, E(G1) ⊆ E(H1). Since G2  H2,
E(G2) ⊆ E(H2). Consider an edge (u, v) ∈ E(G1 × G2).
By definition of Cartesian product, it satisfies (u1 = v1 and
(u2, v2) ∈ E(G2)) or (u2 = v2 and (u1, v1) ∈ E(G1)),
but since E(G1) ⊆ E(H1) and E(G2) ⊆ E(H2), it also
satisfies (u1 = v1 and (u2, v2) ∈ E(H2)) or (u2 = v2 and
(u1, v1) ∈ E(H1)). Therefore E(G1 × G2) ⊆ E(H1 × H2).
Since V (G1 × G2) ⊆ V (H1 × H2) and E(G1 × G2) ⊆
E(H1 ×H2), G1 ×G2  H1 ×H2.
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